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ABSTRACT
Conversational agents such as Cortana, Alexa and Siri are con-
tinuously working on increasing their capabilities by adding new
domains. The support of a new domain includes the design and
development of a number of NLU components for domain classifica-
tion, intents classification and slots tagging (including named entity
recognition). Each component only performs well when trained
on a large amount of labeled data. Second, these components are
deployed on limited-memory devices which requires some model
compression. Third, for some domains such as the health domain, it
is hard to find a single training data set that covers all the required
slot types. To overcome these mentioned problems, we present a
multi-task transformer-based neural architecture for slot tagging.
We consider the training of a slot tagger using multiple data sets
covering different slot types as a multi-task learning problem. The
experimental results on the biomedical domain have shown that
the proposed approach outperforms the previous state-of-the-art
systems for slot tagging on the different benchmark biomedical
datasets in terms of (time and memory) efficiency and effectiveness.
The output slot tagger can be used by the conversational agent to
better identify entities in the input utterances.
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multi-task learning, biomedical data, slot tagging, named entity
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1 INTRODUCTION
Healthcare industry is going through a technological transforma-
tion especially through the increasing adoption of conversational
agents including voice assistants (such as Cortana, Alexa, Google
Assistant, and Siri) and the medical chatbots 1. These conversa-
tional agents hold great potential when it comes to transforming
the way how consumers connect with the providers but recent
reports suggest that these conversational agents need to improve
their performance and usability in order to fulfill their potential.
The field of biomedical text understanding has received increased
attraction in the last few years. With the increase accessibility
of the medical records, scientific reports and publications along
with the better tools and algorithms to process these big datasets,
precision medicine and diagnosis have the potential to make the
treatments much more effective. In addition, the relations between
different symptoms and diseases, side-effects of different medicines
can be more accurately identified based on text mining on these
big datasets. The performance of the biomedical text understand-
ing systems depends heavily on the accuracy of the underlying
Biomedical Named Entity Recognition component (BioNER) i.e.,
the ability of these systems to recognize and classify different types
of biomedical entities/slots present in the input utterances.
Slot tagging and Named Entity Recognition (NER) extract seman-
tic constituents by using the words of an input sentence/utterance
to fill in predefined slots in a semantic frame. The slot tagging
problem can be regarded as a supervised sequence labeling task,
which assigns an appropriate semantic label to each word in the
given input sentence/utterance. The slot type could be a quantity
(such as time, temperature, flight number, or building number) or a
named entity such as person or location. One of the key challenges
these text understanding systems face is better identification of
symptoms and other entities in their input utterances. In other
words, these conversational agents need to improve their slot tag-
ging capabilities[20]. In general, conversational agents ability to
perform different tasks like topic classification or intent detection
depends heavily on their ability to accurately identify slot types
in the input and the researchers have been trying to both improve
the named entity recognition component then use the improved
component for the downstream task. Some example of this trend
include Entity-aware topic classification [1], de-identification of
medical records for conversational systems [3] and improving in-
quisitiveness of conversational systems through NER [18].
Building an NER component with high precision and recall is
technically challenging because of some reasons: 1) Requirement
1https://www.usertesting.com/about-us/press/press-releases/healthcare-chatbot-
apps-on-the-rise-but-cx-falls-short
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of hand-crafted features for each of the label to increase the system
performance, 2) Lack of extensively labelled training dataset. 3) For
conversational agents, the slot tagger may be deployed on limited-
memory devices which requires model compression or knowledge
distillation to fit into memory. 4) For some domains such as the
health/biomedical domain, it is hard to find a single training data
set that covers all the required slot types.
Many of the current state of the art BioNER systems rely on
hand-crafted features for each of the labels in the data. The compu-
tation of these hand-crafted features takes most of the computation
time. Furthermore, the usage of these hand-crafted features results
in a system that is optimized for the training dataset. Recent ad-
vances in the neural network-based feature learning approaches
have helped researchers to develop BioNER systems that are no
longer dependent on the manual feature engineering process. How-
ever, the performance of these neural network-based techniques
depends heavily on the presence of big and high-quality labelled
training dataset. Such large datasets can be very difficult to obtain
in the biomedical domain because of the cost and privacy issues.
Multi-task learning is one way to solve the problem of lack of
extensive training data. Basic premise behind multi-task learning is
that different datasets may have semantic and syntactic similarities
and these similarities can help in training of a much more optimized
model as compared to the one trained on a single dataset. It also
helps to reduce model overfitting. However, multi-task learning
models without pre-trained weights can take a long time to train
on large datasets. In contrast, pre-trained language model based
approaches ([6]; [15]; and [17]) combined with multi-task learning
have recently started showing promising results ([13].
To overcome these challenges, we present amulti-task transformer-
based neural architecture for slot tagging and applied it to the
Biomedical domain (MT-BioNER). We consider the training of a
slot tagger using multiple data sets covering different slot types
as a multi-task learning problem. The experimental results on the
biomedical domain have shown that the proposed approach out-
performs the previous state-of-the-art methods for slot tagging
on the different benchmark biomedical datasets in terms of (time
and memory) and effectiveness. These results can be used by the
biomedical conversational agent to better identify entities in the
input utterances.
2 RELATEDWORK
Many recent studies on BioNER have used neural networks to
overcome the requirement of hand-crafted feature generation. [5]
used a word and its surrounding context as input to the convolu-
tional neural network while [8] used word embeddings as input
to the BiLSTM-CRF model for named entity recognition. Both of
these models are based on single task / dataset approaches and
they cannot use the information contained in multiple datasets as
it is done in multi-task learning (MTL). Although the multi-task
learning (MTL) based approaches have been widely used in the
NLP research (for example, [4] used it for standard NLP tasks like
POS Tagging, Chunking etc.,), but application of MTL in biomedi-
cal text mining has not seen promising results primarily because
many of the approaches (e.g. [5]) used word level features as input
ignoring sub-word information which can be quite important in
the biomedical domain. To overcome this challenge, [22] used a
multi-task BiLSTM-CRF model with an additional context depen-
dent BiLSTM layer for modelling character sequences and was able
to beat the benchmark results on five canonical biomedical datasets.
Our proposed system is different from their scheme as we are able
to combine the advantages of both the multi-task learning and pre-
trained language models. Furthermore, the use of character-based
LSTM models can be slower in terms of training and scoring time.
Actual comparison of our model and [22] work is described later
on in this paper. Pre-trained language model based approaches
have been popular for different biomedical text mining tasks. For
instance, [19] used transfer learning based approach to pretrain
weights of an LSTM by training it in both forward and reverse direc-
tion using Word2Vec ([14]) embedding trained on a large collection
of biomedical documents. In such approaches, Word2vec model
needs be fine-tuned according to the variations in the biomedi-
cal data ([16]). Recent developments of ELMO ([15]); GPT ([17]);
and BERT ([6]) language models have proven the effectiveness of
the contextualized representations for different NLP tasks. These
contextual representation learning models fine tune unsupervised
objectives on text data. For instance, BERT ([6]) uses multi-layer
bidirectional Transformer on plain text for masked word prediction
and next sentence prediction tasks. However, these unsupervised
models must be fine-tuned to achieve better results for the specific
prediction tasks using additional task-specific layers and datasets.
The examples of BERT based models fine-tuned for biomedical
domain include:
(1) BioBERT [11] that fine-tunes BERT model on Pubmed ab-
stracts and PMC full text articles alongwith EnglishWikipedia
and Books corpus
(2) ClinicalBERT [9] which fine-tunes the BERT model for the
purpose of hospital re-admission prediction
(3) Alsentzer et al. [2] fine-tuned BERT/BioBERT models for
the purpose of named entity recognition on a single dataset
(task) and deidentification on clinical texts.
We can see two clear trends in the related research literature
described in this section: 1) Multi-task based learning approaches
that are able to use the sub-words based information are able to
beat the other models for biomedical named entity recognition.
2) Contextual representation models like BERT have been quite
successful for language modeling related problems. Based on these
observations, we see a lot of potential for the approaches that com-
bine both the multi-task learning and language model pretraining
based approaches and this paper presents one such approach. Our
approach takes inspiration from the recent multi-task deep neural
network (MT-DNN, [13] work which combines both multi-task
learning and BERT language model, but MT-DNN is optimized for
general natural language understanding (NLU) tasks. In contrast,
our model MT-BioNER is optimized for biomedical named entity
recognition using BioBERT as the shared layers and the different
data sets in the task-specific layers.
3 MT-BIONER
3.1 Model Architecture
As described in the introduction and related work sections, our
model combines pre-trained language models (using BERT as the
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Figure 1: The representation of MT-BioNER input sequence and output label sequence. The input embeddings are the sum of
the token embeddings, the segmentation embeddings and the position embeddings
Figure 2: Architecture of the MT-BioNER model.
shared layers) and transfer learning (using task specific output lay-
ers). Figure 2 shows the architecture of the MT-BioNER model. The
lower layers are shared across all tasks/datasets while the top lay-
ers are specific for each dataset (entity types). The input sentence
is first represented as a sequence of embedding vectors (X ), one
for each token which consists of word, position and segment em-
beddings. Then the Transformer encoder captures the contextual
information for each token and generates the shared contextual
embedding vectors. Finally, for each task/dataset, a shallow layer
is used to generate task-specific representations, followed by op-
erations necessary for entity recognition. The input sentence is
first represented as a sequence of embedding vectors (X ), one for
each token. Then the Transformer encoder captures the contextual
information for each token and generates the shared contextual
embedding vectors. Finally, for each task/dataset, a shallow layer is
used to generate task-specific representations, followed by opera-
tions necessary for entity recognition. The input word sequence
and output label sequence are represented as shown in Figure 1.
The model architecture details are as follows:
• LexiconEncoder layer: The input sentence s = {w1, ...,wn }
is a sequence of tokens of length n. Note that two additional
labels [CLS] and [SEP] are used to represent the start and
end of a sentence, respectively. The first tokenw1 is always
the [CLS] token and the last token is [SEP]. The lexicon en-
coder maps s into a sequence of input embedding vectors
X = {x1, ...,xn } constructed by concatenating the corre-
sponding word, segment, and position embeddings to pro-
duce the input to the Transformer Encoder layers.
• Transformer Encoder layers: The encoder of the multi-
layer bidirectional Transformer ([21]) is used to map the
input representation vectors into contextual embedding vec-
tors. In our experiments, we use BERT encoder model [6]
as the shared layers across different tasks (datasets). We
fine-tune the BERT model alongside the task-specific lay-
ers during the training phase using a multi-task objective
function.
• Task-Specific Layers: We use a shallow linear layer for
each of the tasks/datasets. Depending on the slot types cov-
ered by each training dataset, we treat each dataset as a
separate slot tagging task and add a separate output linear
layer as the last layer of the network to learn the entities in
that dataset. In our experiments, we use softmax layer. We
have conducted additional experiments where we replaced
the softmax layer with two layers: a feedforward layer and
a CRF layer. But the training takes longer and we didn’t get
significant improvement in the test accuracy.
3.2 Training
We use a similar objective function as in [22] to train the multi-
task model. The formal definition of the multi-task setting is as
follows. Givenm datasets, for i ∈ {1, ...,m}, each dataset Di con-
sists of ni training samples, i.e., Di = {(sij ,yij )}nij=1. We denote
the training set for each dataset Di as Xi = {X i1, ...,X ini } where
X ij = {X ij1,X ij2, . . . ,X ijn } is the sequence of feature representations
of the input word sequence sij of length n. The set of labels for each
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Algorithm 1: Training Algorithm I
Initialize model parameters θ
| shared layers parameter θBERTi by BERT| task-specific layer parameters θoi randomly
Set max epochs: epochmax
foreach epoch in 1,2, epochmax do
Merge all the datasets: D = D1UD2....UDT
Shuffle D foreach bt in D do
//b_t is a mini-batch of task t.
Computer Loss L(θ ) (Eq 1)
Compute gradient: ∇(θ )
Update model: θ = θ − η∇θ
dataset is Yi = {yi1, ...,yini } whereyij is the output label sequence of
sij . The multi-task model consists ofm different models each trained
on separate dataset while sharing part of the model parameters
across datasets. The loss function L of the multi-task model is
L =
m∑
i=1
λiLi (θBERTi ,θoi ) =
m∑
i=1
λi log P(Yi |Xi ;θBERTi ,θoi ) (1)
The training maximizes the log-likelihood P(Yi |Xi ;θBERTi ,θoi )
of the label sequence y given the input sequence X for each given
training data set Di as shown in Eq. 1 where the cross-entropy loss
is used as the loss function. Cross-entropy loss increases as the
predicted probability diverges from the actual label. The contribu-
tion of each dataset Di is controlled by the hyperparameter λi . In
our experiments, we assume that all the data sets have the same
contribution and set λi = 1 for all datasets. The BERT shared layer
and the ith task-dependent layer parameters are represented by
θBERTi and θ
o
i , respectively. We conducted two variants of trans-
fer learning. First, we freeze the shared layer and only fine-tune
the task-specific layers (that is, θBERTi = θ
BERT
init ial for all datasets).
In the second variant, we fine-tune the whole network. (That is,
θBERTi = θ
BERT
tuned ).
We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to learn the parameters
of all shared layers and task-specific layers as shown in Algorithm 1
(based on [13]). We initialize the shared layers with the pre-trained
BERT model while the task-dependent layers are initialized ran-
domly. After creating mini-batches of each dataset, we combine all
the datasets and shuffle the mini-batches. At each epoch, we train
the model on all the mini-batches and then at each batch-iteration,
a mini-batch bt corresponding to task t is selected (from all the
datasets), and the model is updated according to the objective for
the task t .
Dataset Size Entity Type and
Counts
BC2GM 20,000 sentences Gene/Protein
(24,583)
BC5CDR 1500 articles Chemical (15,935),
Disease (12,852)
NCBI-Disease 793 abstracts Disease (6,881)
JNLPBA 2,404 abstracts Gene/ Protein
(35,336), Cell
Line (4,330), DNA
(10,589), Cell Type
(8,649), RNA (1,069)
Table 1: Datasets used in the experiments All datasets
can be downloaded form https://github.com/cambridgeltl/MTL-
Bioinformatics-2016
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Data Preparation
We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on four
benchmark datasets used by Sachan et al. [19]. Table 1 gives a
summary of these datasets based on the number of sentences, and
entities. We used these publicly available datasets in order to make
the experiments reproducible. We use the same training, develop-
ment and test sets splits according to Crichton et al. [5] for each
dataset. As inWang et al. [22] and Sachan et al. [19], we use training
and development sets to train the final model. As part of the data
preprocessing step, word labels are encoded using an IOB scheme.
In this scheme, for example, a word describing a disease entity is
tagged with "B-Disease" if it is at the beginning of the entity, and
"I-Disease" if it is inside the entity. All other words not describing
entities of interest are tagged as ’O’.
4.2 Training and Evaluation Details
We test our method on four benchmark datasets used by [19] . All
the neural network models are trained on one Tesla K80 GPU using
PyTorch framework . To train our neural models, we use BertAdam
optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-5 and a linear scheduler with a
warmup proportion of 0.4, and a weight decay of 0.01 applied to
every epoch of training.We use a batch size of 32, and the maximum
sentence length of 128 words. We use BioBERT model ([11]) as the
domain-specific language model. Lee et al. [11] also presented the
use of BioBERT for biomedical NER scenario. But their scheme is
to develop different models for different datasets.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Performance
We compare our proposed MT-BioNER model with state-of-the-
art BioNER systems such as the single task LSTM-CRF model of
Habibi et al. [8] (BiLSTM), the multi-task model of Wang et al. [22]
(MTM-CW), and transfer learning approach of Sachan et al. [19]
(BiLM-NER). We show the precision, recall, and F1 scores of the
models trained on three and four datasets in Table 2. BioBERT
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Dataset Metric Single-Task Learning Multi-Task Learning
Benchmark BiLSTM BiLM MTM-CW MT-BioNER
3-datasets 4-datasets
BC2GM
(Genes)
Precision - 81.57 81.81 82.10 82.01 80.33
Recall - 79.48 81.57 79.42 84.04 82.82
F1 - 80.51 81.69 80.74 83.01 81.55
BC5CDR
(Chemical)
Precision 89.21 87.60 88.10 89.10 88.46 87.99
Recall 84.45 86.25 90.49 88.47 90.52 90.16
F1 86.76 86.92 89.28 88.78 89.5 89.06
NCBI
(Disease)
Precision 85.10 86.11 86.41 85.86 86.73 84.50
Recall 80.80 85.49 88.31 86.42 89.7 88.98
F1 82.90 85.80 87.34 86.14 88.1 86.68
JNLPBA
(Genes
etc.)
Precision 69.42 71.35 71.39 70.91 - 67.40
Recall 75.99 75.74 79.06 76.34 - 79.35
F1 72.55 73.48 75.03 73.52 - 72.89
Table 2: Comparison of MT-BioNER model and recent state-of-the-art models.Source of benchmark performance scores of datasets
are: NCBI-disease: [10]; BC5CDR: [12]; JNLPBA: [7]; MTM-CW was proposed by [22]; BiLSTM was proposed by [8]. The performance scores
for these NER models are referred from [19]
model is used as the shared layers for these results. From the re-
sults, we see that our approach trained on three datasets obtains
the maximum recall and F1 scores. We should mention that our
model is based on multi-task approach and achieves better per-
formance even compared to Sachan et al. [19] single task transfer
learning approach (BiLM-NER) in which the whole network is only
trained on a single dataset. Moreover, our model trained on four
datasets performs better on recall and F1-score compared to MTM-
CW approach which is a multi-task model. Another interesting
result is that our model achieves the highest recall among all the
other approaches. But it has a lack in precision score. To further
improve the precision, we can add dictionaries as features which
could be an interesting future work. Also, it shows the potential
capability of BERT language model to provide the semantic feature
representations for the multi-task NER tasks.
5.2 Training/Scoring Time and Model Size
As mentioned before, all the neural network models are trained on
one Tesla K80 GPU. We compare the training time of our model
with Wang et al. [22] as we utilize it for benchmark comparison,
and they have made their model publicly available. We find that
for four datasets, it takes on average 40 minutes per epoch (1.45
sec/mini-batch, with total of 1,537 minibatches, and batch size of 32)
and with a total number of 8 epoch, the full training on 4 datasets is
less than 6 hours. On average it is equivalent to 0.36 sec per sentence
to train a final model which compare to Wang et al. [22] it is at
least twice faster to train our model. One of the main reasons is that
Wang et al. [22] model uses character, and word level bidirectional
LSTM layers which could take more time to train a model.
Dataset Metric BERT-Base BioBERT
Epochs 50 8
BC2GM Precision 77.86 80.33
Recall 80.57 82.82
F1 79.19 81.55
BC5CDR Precision 85.92 87.99
Recall 87.79 90.16
F1 86.85 89.06
NCBI Precision 84.78 84.50
Recall 86.90 88.98
F1 85.83 86.68
JNLPBA Precision 65.40 67.40
Recall 75.58 79.35
F1 70.12 72.89
Table 3: Domain Adaptation Experiment
As another comparison, we study the scoring (inference) time as
well since in the real-world applications, this parameter plays an
important role. For the scoring time, we test it on a single dataset
of BC5CDR test set and it takes 80 seconds to run the prediction
which compare to Wang et al. [22] model, it is at least twice faster
and we think the character level LSTM layers could be the main
reason. We should also mention that prediction time of a multi-task
model in general is faster than multiple single-task models such as
Sachan et al. [19] since we can run the shared layers once and the
remaining shallow-task dependent layers could be run in parallel.
Model size is another factor in real-world applications. Using our
approach, the model size is 430 MB which is bigger than [22] model
which is 220MB. Since we are using BERT base model with 12
neural network layers, the bigger size of the model was expected.
Moreover, compared to single-task models which require multiple
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models to identify multiple entities (form different datasets), multi-
task approaches have the advantage of providing a single model for
all the entity types across different datasets which is a big advantage
in real-world production environments.
5.3 Fine-tuning Approaches Study
To achieve the best results, we fine-tune the shared language model
alongside the task-specific layers during training phase. An interest-
ing study could be to investigate if we only train the task-dependent
layers and freeze the language model to its pre-trained weights.
We run this experiment with the same parameters as other exper-
iments and observe a poor performance of the model, i.e., for all
the datasets the F1-score is less than 60%. This poor performance
could be explained as following. Since we are training only the
task-dependent layers, the shared layers act as fixed embedding
layer which is not trainable. So, the whole network to train would
be a shallow linear layer and using a linear layer with an embedding
in a multi-task fashion may not give good results as it is observed
in this study.
5.4 Domain Adaptation Study
The benchmark results shown in the Table 2 are achieved based on
BioBERT as the shared layer which is in-domain language model.
To analyze the domain adaptation scenario, we run the same ex-
periment on the general BERT base model. In the experiments, we
use BERT-base-Cased model instead of BioBERT since BioBERT is
a fine-tuned version of BERT-base-Cased model. Table 3 shows the
performance comparison of these two scenarios. We observe that
BERT base model reaches to a margin of state-of-the-art results,
but it requires a greater number of training iterations to adapt to
a new domain. To mention that in order to further improve these
results, one might first fine-tune the BERT language model using
all datasets and save a new language model and then use this new
model in our approach. This approach is very similar to the work
of Sachan et al. ([19]) on transfer learning in BiLM-NER in which
they have created their own language model based on character-
level CNN layer with word embedding layers as lexicon encoder
and bidirectional LSTM layers to extract the contextual embedding
vectors. We didn’t experiment this approach in this paper since
we focused on the multi-task study of the work, but it could be an
interesting experiment for future works.
5.5 Training Schema Study
To achieve the best results, we utilized the training scheme of MT-
DNN (Liu et al. [13]) work, in which, at each training iteration
(epoch), we train on all the batches of all the datasets by selecting
a random batch from all datasets. In Wang et al. [22], they utilize
a different training scheme in which at each iteration a random
dataset is selected, and different batches of that specific dataset is
fed into the pipeline to train. Using this scheme, they run several
hundreds of epochs to train the model and it makes sense since
they train the language model part of their approach as well. But,
in our experiment, we need a smaller number of iterations due to
availability of the pre-trained language model. Thus, we run similar
experiment but instead of random selection, we iterate on the order
of the datasets (Algorithm 2). Figure 3 show the performance of
(a) Performance of Training Algorithm I
(b) Performance of Training Algorithm II
Figure 3: Comparison of Algorithm I and II
training algorithms over the number of iterations for algorithm I,
and II, respectively. It is clear that compared to algorithm I which
achieve the best results with less number of iterations, training
scheme II is performing poor and the learning process is not stable
since the model gets biased on the latest dataset that it is trained
on.
Algorithm 2: Training Algorithm II
Initialize model parameters θ
| shared layers parameter θBERTi by BERT| task-specific layer parameters θoi randomly
Set max epochs: epochmax
foreach t in 1,2,..., T do
Pack the dataset t into mini-batch: Dt .
foreach epoch in 1,2, epochmax do
Select dataset Dt based on the taskorder
foreach bt in D do
//b_t is a mini-batch of task t.
Computer Loss L(θ ) (Eq 1)
Compute gradient: ∇(θ )
Update model: θ = θ − η∇θ
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6 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
Conversational agents such as Cortana, Alexa and Siri are con-
tinuously working on increasing their capabilities by adding new
domains. The support of a new domain includes the design and
development of a number of NLU components for domain classifica-
tion, intents classification and slots tagging (including named entity
recognition). Each component only performs well when trained
on a large amount of labeled data. Second, these components are
deployed on limited-memory devices which requires some model
compression. Third, for some domains such as the health domain, it
is hard to find a single training data set that covers all the required
slot types. In this paper, we presented a multi-task transformer-
based neural architecture for slot tagging that overcomes these
mentioned problems and applied it into the biomedical domain
(MT-BioNER). We formulated the training of a slot tagger using
multiple data sets covering different slot types as a multi-task learn-
ing problem. We also reported the training and scoring time and
compared it to the recent advancements. The experimental results
on the biomedical domain have shown that MT-BioNER model
trained using the proposed approach outperforms the previous
state-of-the-art systems for slot tagging on different benchmark
biomedical datasets in terms of both (time and memory efficiency)
and effectiveness. The model has a shorter training time and infer-
ence time, and smaller memory footprint compared to the baseline
multiple single-task based models. This is another advantage of
our approach which can play an important role in the real-world
applications. We run extra experiments to study the impact of fine-
tuning the shared language model as it is found as a crucial point of
our approach. Utilizing BERT base model and its comparison with
BioBERT showed an interesting result in which for the domains
that there is not a specific in-domain BERT model, the base model
would also perform well with considering a penalty of few percent
in the F1-score and more training iterations. Furthermore, we have
showed through detailed analysis that the training algorithm plays
a very important role in achieving the strong performance. The
output slot tagger can be used by the conversational agent to better
identify entities in the input utterances.
Lastly, we highlight several future directions to improve the
multi-task BioNER model. Based on MT-BioNER results on three
and four datasets, deep diving into the effect of dataset/entity types
on the multi-task learning approaches could be an interesting future
work. Overall this study, shows that how the named entity recog-
nition capabilities of different biomedical systems can be obtained
by employing recent trends from deep learning and multi-task
learning based research. Incorporating such techniques can help
the researchers to overcome the limitation of extensively labeled
training data that is really hard to get in the biomedical domain.
As a future work, we want to further explore the impact of
overlap between the datasets on the overall model performance.
Addition of the JNLPBA to the training datasets results in degrada-
tion of the overall performance of the model. One possible reason
for this degradation is that JNLPBA contains many genes and pro-
teins which are represented as small abbreviations and code. These
small abbreviations and genes can overlap with the entities in other
datasets resulting in confusion and degradation of the overall model.
We will like to explore ways to tackle overlap between entities that
can degrade the model performance. We will also like to perform
comparative analysis of different models on same input sentences
to highlight the plus points of our model over other models.
Although, the datasets and experiments specified in this research
paper are focused on the biomedical domain but the techniques and
algorithms presented in this paper can be used in other domains
and general conversational systems: ones that are not focused on
the biomedical domain. We also want to analyze the performance
of our NER model on general domain conversational systems in
future work as well.
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